South of France Tour 2011

Bonjour Angleterre.

We had 2 great days in Besancon with our hosts who were very welcoming and hospitable to all the
singers. We walked right up to the top of the Citadelle which gave us all magnificent views over the
city. Our first concert on Tuesday was very well received by local people and host families.

After a long coach journey on Wednesday 27th we arrived in Frejus at our hotel. The hotel is small
and friendly and right in the heart of the town close to the beach and other good facilities.

So far we have had a day in Nice, and last night we gave a concert in St Raphael. The Church had a
great acoustic and we had a very warm reception.

Today we are in Monaco - home of the rich and famous. Sadly we can only afford coffee and no
yachts! The boats are incredible in the harbour.

Tonight we will be singing Mass in Monaco Cathedral followed by a short recital. Tomorrow we will
be singing Mass in Frejus Cathedral in the morning, some sightseeing and some beach time before
singing our last concert in the evening. All in all we will have given 6 performances. Everyone is well
and having fun.

Our final performances on the tour were a great success, and the choirs performed to a packed
congregation at Frejus Cathedral for Sunday Mass. We returned later that evening to give a concert
at the Cathedral, again to a large and appreciate audience. In a mixture of sacred and secular
music, this was the final concert of the tour, and one which was greatly enjoyed by everyone. In
between the performances on Sunday we made a visit to Cannes, where there was a chance to swim
and sunbathe as well as to see the sights of this famous resort.
Our final night was spent in the Black Forest in Eisenbach, where we saw some spectacular views of
mountains and lakes during the journey.

